
Welcome

Introduction 
shooting a duck analogy



Prompts

Where are the edges?
What is problem solving?
Your problem solving tool box
Working together
Language



What is problem solving?

Practicing a problem you 
have seen before is 
practice - not problem 
solving

Peter Sullivan



Cars in the Garage
● Harry, Hermoine and Ron all parked in in a line.
● One car was red and one was lime,
● Harry’s was blue, as you can see –
● How many ways could they park as three?

Engagement 
student needs 

and wants



Australian Curriculum (8.4

Students develop the ability to make choices, interpret, formulate, model and investigate problem 
situations, and communicate solutions effectively. Students formulate and solve problems when they 
use mathematics to represent unfamiliar or meaningful situations, when they design investigations 
and plan their approaches, when they apply their existing strategies to seek solutions, and when they 
verify that their answers are reasonable.



What strategies do you have?



Maths 300 
Strategies

When approaching a learning task, students are encouraged to draw on the following 
problem-solving strategies: 

► Look for a pattern

► Act it out

► Make a model

► Eliminate possibilities

► Solve a simpler problem

► Look for an exception

► Use what I learned from 
solving a similar problem

► Draw a picture or graph

► Make a list or table

► Work backwards

► Guess, check and improve

► Write a number sentence

► Break the problem into more 
manageable parts



Engagement 
Strategies

Maths 300 lessons use several purposeful strategies to engage students. 

• Tasks are designed to be student-centre. 

• Students are encouraged to invest in tasks by making a prediction or conjecture, 
and refining them if and when necessary.

• Students direct their own investigation. 

• Students are encouraged to select from the list of problem-solving strategies.
• Students record what they are doing as they do it. 

• Students are encouraged to take risks and accept that it will often be necessary 
to try a different strategy. 

• Students are expected to explain and defend their reasoning.



UDL and Secondary Mathematics 

Textbook - How to factor expressions: (source: https://www.mathpapa.com/factoring-calculator/)

If you are factoring a quadratic like x2+ 7x + 12 you want to 
find two numbers that
● Add up to 7
● Multiply together to get 12

Since 3 and 4 add up to 7 and multiply together to get 12, we 
can factor it like:

(x+3)(x+4)

The students in my class-
A small year 10 class (18 girls) - some had experienced success in mathematics, some had confidence and 
would take a risk, some knew their times tables and /or could use a times table chart , most could count to 20 
and all could count to 10. All understood the concept of a rectangle.

Put your questions, thoughts, feelings and reactions in the 
chat. You might consider:
● The topic
● How the description of students is worded
● How the textbook instructions are worded
● What are the connections made?

Then a bunch of examples were  
provided and through repetition 
students might gain fluency in the 
process.  
This became increasingly complex in 
both number size, and; of how many 
factors.

The Concept: 
Factorising binomial expressions



UDL and Mathematics - secondary example
Here is what the students did

Making the connections -

one of the ways this concept was introduced to some 
of the students (see  ‘race to 100’ as a number connection activity and here is a 
slide presentation made for distance learning)

As the slideshow progresses Put your 
thoughts, feelings and reactions in the chat. 

Seeing factorising as 
creating rectangles

3 groups of (2x and 1)

3 groups of 4

https://www.youcubed.org/tasks/race-one-hundred/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VVpS-AEQtWyrEcAfMeHyWOlZNajW9YdiGd7bTDicrCg/edit


UDL and Mathematics - secondary example

Making the connections - one of the ways this 
concept was introduced to some of the students 
(see  ‘race to 100’ as a number connection activity and here is a slide presentation made for 
distance learning)

As the slideshow progresses Put your 
thoughts, feelings and reactions in the chat. 

Seeing factorising as 
creating rectangles

(x+3)(x+1)
(x+2)(2x+1)

https://www.youcubed.org/tasks/race-one-hundred/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VVpS-AEQtWyrEcAfMeHyWOlZNajW9YdiGd7bTDicrCg/edit


UDL and Mathematics - secondary example - extending the idea

The same concept was introduced to my year 11 advanced mathematics class 
last year in understanding polynomial multiplication and division. 

Their reaction?

Sir where were these 
blocks in year 9 & 10?



Parts of the chocolate
• Three friends shared all of this chocolate, but they each got different parts 

of the whole
• Describe using fractions, decimals (AND percentages) what parts of the 

chocolate each of them might get
• Give as many possibilities as you can

A percentage sequence



Enabling prompt

• You are given part of this chocolate.
• Colour in the chocolate pieces you were given
• Describe using fractions, decimals (AND percentages) what part of 

the chocolate you might have been given?

A percentage sequence



Extending prompt

• Using 2 straight lines drawn from any dot to any dot, divide this shape into 3 
different parts

• Describe the parts using fractions, decimals (AND percentages)
• Give as many possibilities as you can. How do you know when you have them 

all?

A percentage sequence



Two heads 
are better 
than one



How is language 
important?



Being Confused



Variety of tasks

Around the room are a variety of problems. You are invited to choose a 
few and, whilst thinking of your students on the edges, contemplate:
● How they might be introduced
● the learning intention and;
● how students might be enabled to join in the task and how students 

might be extended in their thinking



12 Days of Christmas





Square, Pentagonal, …….. numbers



Who’s Who 



Who’s Who-- Your Turn 

Use the clues 
below to figure 
out who’s who. 



Conversions using parts of the whole
• The whole shape is worth 1. Use fractions, decimals AND percentages to 

describe the parts of the whole that you can make using any of the 
parts

A percentage sequence



Enabling prompt
• The whole shape is worth 1. Use fractions, decimals AND percentages to 

describe the parts of the whole that you can make using any of the 
parts

A percentage sequence



Extending prompt
• The whole shape is worth 1.5. Use fractions, decimals AND percentages 

to describe the parts of the whole that you can make using any of the 
parts

A percentage sequence



Activity: Paper folding

● You will work in pairs
● One person will act as a skeptic
● The other will convince the skeptic 
● Take turns at these roles



Learning Goal

How to :

● be convincing, 
● justify and 
● reason.



What to do...

When you are the convincer your job is to be convincing!    Give reasons for all of 
your statements. 

Skeptics must be skeptical! Reasons and justifications.  At the same 
time be reasonable.

For  the following  problems one person should complete the task and be 
convincing. 

Your partner is the skeptic. 

Switch roles each task



Problem 1
● Make a square from a piece of A5 paper
● Convince your partner it is a square



Problem 2

● Make a square exactly ¼ of the area of the previous square
● Convince your partner



Problem 3

● Construct a triangle ¼ of the area of  original square
● Convince your partner



Problem 4

● Construct a triangle ¼ of the area of  original square that is incongruent with the previous triangle
● Convince your partner it is ¼ of the area and NOT congruent



Problem 5

● Construct a square 1/2 of the area of  original square 
● Convince your partner it is 1/2 of the area 



Problem 6

● Construct a square 1/2 of the area of  original square but with a different orientation
● Convince your partner it is 1/2 of the area



Reflection: Paper folding

How important is it to give reasons?

What strategies or tools did you use?

What did you learn?



I have 3 coins in 
my left pocket. 

Expand the window to see writing list example
You might like to write down the answers given

The amount of money in each pocket is the same.

How much money do I have in my pocket?

If you need some help, including 
in writing a list, watch this video 

NOW -

I have 5 coins in 
my right pockett.

How much in my pocket?

https://youtu.be/YvwVqp3W7jc








A princess, a vagabond, a chessboard, rice  and 

coronavirus?

► The problem:
► This problem was first recorded over 800 years ago! 

An ancient Indian Princess was very ill. A travelling vagabond passed 
through the city and told the King he could cure his daughter.
The King, after the Princess was cured, offered the vagabond his 
heart’s desire for his services.

‘My King, I ask for very little. On your chessboard, place a grain of rice 
on the first square, two on the second square, four on the third square, 
eight on the fourth and so on, each time doubling the number of grains 
on the next square’





Piet Mondrian - Composition in Blue, Yellow & Red 
1942 

What questions related to “fractions” does this picture make you want to ask?
How would you answer your questions?



Quarter the Cross - Amie Albrecht



Quarter the Cross (Examples are of Bruce Ferrington’s students)



Quarter the Cross



Truth Tiles:
Links to the 
Australian
Curriculum

Curriculum 
strand (s)

Number and algebra 
Curriculum 
substrand(s)

Patterns and algebra
Levels addressed 7-8

▪ This task is aimed at levels 7-8

▪ What are the key learning outcomes for this task?
▪ Students will determine a sufficient condition for 

forming a triangle from three line segments. 

▪ What would be some common misconceptions or 
difficulties that teachers need to keep an eye out for?

▪ It is possible to form a triangle using any three line 
segments

▪ A triangle formed with sides of length {3, 4, 5} is 
different from {4, 5, 3}.



Getting Started
Solutions

► What is the smallest number that can appear in each 
of the ‘answer’ squares? (Shown in yellow.)
Line 1: 3
Line 2: 1
Line 3: 2

► What is the largest number that can appear in each of 
the ‘answer’ squares? (Shown in yellow.)
Line 1: 9
Line 2: 8
Line 3: 9

► What numbers cannot appear in each of the ‘answer’ 
squares? (Shown in yellow.)
Line 1: 1, 2
Line 2: 9
Line 3: 1



Truth tiles:
Getting Started
Solutions

► What is the largest number that can appear in either of 
the yellow squares? (i.e., in the addition sum)
8 since 8 + 1 = 9

► If the number 6 was placed in the orange square, what 
number is it not possible to subtract from it? Why not? 
Will the same thing happen for any other numbers? 
3. Since 6 – 3 = 3 and numbers cannot be repeated. 
Yes, a similar result occurs for any even number. 

► What number cannot appear in either of the blue 
squares? Why not?
1. Since 1 x 7 = 7 and numbers cannot be repeated. 


